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TEMPORARY ORDERS 40, 101, 146, 147 — STANDING ORDER AMENDMENTS
Notice of Motion
MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Leader of the House) [12.05 pm]: I give notice that at the next sitting
of the house I will move —
That the following temporary orders be adopted and commence from 12 March 2019 to the end of 2019 —
(1)

Standing Order 40 be amended by inserting the following sentence at the end of the
Standing Order: “A stranger does not include a member’s baby being breastfed by that member.”

(2)

(a)

The sections on ‘Motions’ and ‘Other Bills’ in Standing Order 101 be amended by —
(i)

(b)

deleting “60” as the allocated time for the “Mover’, the ‘Premier or one
member deputed’ and the ‘Leader of the Opposition or one member’ deputed
and substituting “45”; and

The section on ‘Third reading’ under ‘Other Bills’ in Standing Order 101 be amended
by deleting the words of the section and substituting the following —
Third reading —
Mover...............................................................................................30 minutes
Premier or one member deputed.....................................................†30 minutes
Leader of the Opposition or one member deputed..........................#30 minutes
Any other member............................................................................15 minutes
Mover in reply..................................................................................30 minutes
†If not a Government bill
#If not an Opposition bill

(3)

(4)

(a)

Standing Order 146 be amended by —
(i)

deleting “Four” and substituting “Five”; and

(ii)

inserting the following sentence at the end of the Standing Order: “The fifth
grievance will alternate between government and opposition each week.”; and

(b)

Standing Order 101 be amended by deleting “7” and substituting “6” in the section
‘Grievance debate (S.0. 146)’.

(a)

Standing Order 147 be amended by deleting “Once” and substituting “Twice”, by
deleting “six” and substituting “five”, and by deleting “90 seconds” and substituting
“two minutes”; and

(b)

Standing Order 101 be amended by —
(i)

deleting “90 seconds” and substituting “2 minutes” in the section ‘Members’
statements (S.O. 147)’; and

(ii)

deleting “Maximum of 6 members.” and substituting “Maximum of
5 members, twice weekly.”
As to Amendment to Notice of Motion

MS M.J. DAVIES (Central Wheatbelt — Leader of the Nationals WA) [12.07 pm]: I am not sure whether
I have this quite right. In relation to the amendment to standing order 40 referred to by the minister, I give notice
to amend the question before the house by adding the following words after breastfed: “or bottle-fed”.
The SPEAKER: I do not think that you can do it.
Ms M.J. DAVIES: We have advice from the Clerk. The minister has not moved the motion.
The SPEAKER: No, member.
Ms M.J. DAVIES: I seek your guidance, Mr Speaker.
The SPEAKER: I will seek the Clerk’s advice. The member can put an amendment on the notice paper, but it can
only be put tomorrow when the motion comes up.
Ms M.J. DAVIES: Thank you for clarifying that, Mr Speaker.
Mr R.S. Love: Does she need to do that now?
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The SPEAKER: I can put the amendment on the notice paper for tomorrow, because the motion has not been
moved yet.
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